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It all started one night when I had a dream that I saw a Brown dinosaur With dark brown hair on it's back.
It was chasing me everywhere, but then my alarm clock woke me up for school. Oh, by the way, my
name is Alex.While I was at school, I couldn't stop thinking about my dream. When school ended, I was
on my way home still thinking about my dream. Who was that brown dinosaur?But then I saw a card
shop and I just stopped to look, thats when I saw a Digimon card with the same Dinosaur from my
dream. I then asked
"How much is that card?!"He said "Five dollars."and I bought it. The Dinosaurs name was BAKUMON.
When I left the store I was on my way home
and I felt like I was being followed, I took one step and turned around quickly and I couldnt believe it, it
was the dinosaur. I was startled. He said "I heard you couldnt stop thinking about me , ALEX." I said all
shocked "How did you know my name?""Oh, you are him."I said "Am who?" "My partner!!!" all of a
sudden my card turned into a red Digivice. Bakumon said "Well, we figured that out now do you have
any good food?" I said "Yeah but at my house." While we were talking we were also crossing
the street, but then a truck
came down all out of control and it was about to hit me when started to digivolve. "Bakumon digivolve
to.... LONGMON!!!! "Bakumon turned into longmon and stopped the truck. Longmon had a skull helmet
like greymon's and a long tail.
 
        TO BE CONTINUED.........
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